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Abstract This paper presents an automatic technique for
producing high-quality brightness-enhancement functions for
real-time reverse tone mapping of images and videos. Our
approach uses a bilateral filter to obtain smooth results while
preserving sharp luminance discontinuities, and can be effi-
ciently implemented on GPUs. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our approach by reverse tone mapping several
images and videos. Experiments based on HDR visible dif-
ference predicator and on an image distortion metric indicate
that the results produced by our method are less prone to vis-
ible artifacts than the ones obtained with the state-of-the-art
technique for real-time automatic computation of brightness
enhancement functions.

Keywords Brightness Enhancement Functions · Reverse
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1 Introduction

Recent developments in high-dynamic-range (HDR) hard-
ware [13] seem to indicate that HDR monitors will become
commonplace in the near future. In response, some researchers
have proposed solutions to convert the low-dynamic-range
(LDR) image and video legacy to HDR [1,6,7,11,17,20].
These techniques are said to perform reverse tone mapping
and work by essentially increasing the brightness and con-
trast of the original images and video frames. Their effec-
tiveness is supported by the findings of some recent user
studies [1,24]. A key aspect of to these algorithms is the
determination of a brightness-enhancement function (BEF),
which is specific for each input image or video frame, and
expresses how much the brightness of each pixel should be
enhanced.

Currently, the only automatic approach for computing
brightness enhancement functions was proposed by Rem-
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pel et al. [20]. Unfortunately, the BEFs produced by their
technique may lend to significant contrast distortion, as we
demonstrate in Section 5. In this paper, we present an au-
tomatic technique for obtaining high-quality brightness en-
hancement functions for real-time reverse tone mapping. Our
approach is based on the observation that, by producing piece-
wise smooth 2D functions with edge preservation, the bi-
lateral filter [22] is an ideal tool for computing brightness
enhancement functions. We demonstrate that the resulting
BEFs respect the intensity discontinuities found in the input
images, even for very thin structures, and produces signifi-
cantly better results in terms of contrast distortions. We im-
plement the filtering process using a bilateral grid data struc-
ture [10] to achieve real-time performance for even relatively
large images (e.g., 1280× 960 pixels) on current generation
GPUs.

Figure 1 illustrates the use of our technique on the LDR
image shown on the left. The image at the center is the com-
puted brightness enhancement function. The values associ-
ated to its pixels have been scaled to the [0,255] range for
presentation. Note how even the boundaries of the tiniest
structures on the leftmost roof, the tree leaves, and the bridge
handrail have been appropriately preserved. Also note the
various shades associated to the several layers of clouds. The
ability to produce such high-quality brightness enhancement
functions leads to better contrast in the resulting HDR im-
ages. Comparisons using the HDR visible difference predi-
cator (VDP) [15] and the image distortion metric of Aydin et
al. [4] indicate that the results produced by our technique are
less prone to visible artifacts than the ones obtained with the
approach described by Rempel et al. [20]. Figure 1 (right)
shows a split rendition of the resulting HDR image and il-
lustrates the effectiveness of our approach.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 reviews some related work. Section 3 provides a brief
review on the bilateral filter and the bilateral grid data struc-
ture, which will be used to compute the brightness enhance-
ment functions described in Section 4. Section 5 presents
some results and compares our technique with the state-of-
the-art in terms of automatic computation of brightness en-
hancement functions. Section 6 summarizes the paper.
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Fig. 1 Example of reverse tone mapping using using our technique for computing brightness enhancement functions. (left) Input LDR image.
(center) Brightness enhancement function produced by our technique. Note that even the boundaries of the tiniest structures have been preserved.
Also note the various shades associated to the layers of clouds. (right) Split rendition of the resulting HDR image (white point scaled to 4,800
cd/m2). Its darker (left) portion was processed using Reinhard et al.’s [2002] photographic local tone mapping operator. The brighter portion
was visualized using the HDRShop software (with minus 8 stops).

2 Related Work

Banterle et al. [6] proposed one of the first reverse tone map-
ping algorithms. In their approach, an input LDR image I is
transformed into an expanded LDR image I′ using an ap-
proximate inverse of the global photographic tone mapping
operator of Reinhard et al. [18]. The image I is also used as
input for a median cut algorithm that clusters light sources in
areas of high luminance. A density estimation of the regions
of high luminance in the original image is used to create the
HDR image as a linear interpolation of I and I′. In a sub-
sequent work, Banterle et al. [7] extended their technique
to expand the dynamic range of LDR videos. They enforce
temporal coherence by using a temporal version of the me-
dian cut algorithm. None of these techniques are suitable for
real time applications.

Meylan et al. [17] manually segmented the areas corre-
sponding to specular highlights found in LDR images and
used the additional dynamic range provided by HDR mon-
itors to enhance these regions. Li et al. [14] introduced a
tone mapping algorithm based on subband range compres-
sion that can be reversed. However, the reverse operation as-
sumes that the LDR image was produced by their tone map-
ping operator.

Wang et al. [23] described an interactive approach for
synthesizing texture details in over-exposed and under-exposed
areas in the input images. The regions to be filled in with tex-
ture are manually specified by the user.

Didyk et al. [11] described a semi-automatic system for
enhancing bright elements (light sources and specular reflec-
tions) in video sequences. The system requires user interven-
tion and is intended as a professional post-production tool.

Rempel et al. [20] introduced a real-time reverse tone-
mapping technique that automatically computes a brightness
enhancement functions for each input image or video frame.
Although we are primarily concerned with computation of
the brightness enhancement function, the entire algorithm is
described next, as its results will be used for comparisons
with the ones obtained with the proposed approach (Sec-
tion 5). The technique consists of two major steps: (i) inverse

gamma and contrast scaling, and (ii) brightness enhance-
ment of saturated regions, after which the resulting HDR
image is reconstructed.
Inverse gamma and contrast scaling: Given an input LDR
image Ii, this first step linearizes the pixel values of Ii using
an inverse gamma transformation. Then, the resulting im-
age Il has its contrast uniformly stretched by mapping the
range [0,255] to [bl ,wl], where bl and wl are, respectively,
the black level and the white point of the target HDR moni-
tor. A low-pass filter is then used to reduce noise and quan-
tization artifacts.
Brightness enhancement of saturated regions: For each
input image or video frame, the technique creates a binary
mask m that identifies the locations of the pixels in the in-
put image containing at least one saturated channel (RGB).
A copy of m is convolved with a large Gaussian kernel Gσ

(σ ≈ 150 pixels) using an image pyramid [8]. This produces
a smooth brightness enhancement mask msbe = m⊗Gσ , where
⊗ is the convolution operator. The use of a Gaussian filter
to smooth the contributions of the saturated pixels tend to
produce visually pleasing transitions from light to dark, but
the blurring affects spatially close pixels independently of
their range values. In order to counteract this effect, another
copy of m is used to provide seeds for a food fill algorithm
whose result is an edge-stopping mask mes, computed using
an image pyramid through a sequence of upsampling and
dilation steps. A smooth brightness enhancement function is
then obtained by pixel-wise multiplication of the two masks:
fsbe = msbe∗mes, and its quality depends on the quality of the
edge-stopping function.

The final HDR image is obtained using another pixel-
wise multiplication: IHDR = I f ∗rescale( fsbe), where rescale
maps the range of its argument to the interval [1,α], and I f
is a scaled version of the filtered image for noise reduction.
Here, α is a constant that depends on the supported range of
the target HDR display.

Our approach is capable of automatically computing high-
quality brightness-enhancement functions in real time. The
use of a Gaussian bilateral filter combines intensity interpo-
lation of spatially close pixels with an efficient and highly
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sensitive built-in edge-stopping function capable of detect-
ing even thin structures. As a result, the BEFs computed us-
ing our approach tend to produce better results in terms of
minimizing contrast distortions.

3 Bilateral Filter and the Bilateral Grid

A bilateral filter is a nonlinear filter that combines both do-
main and range filtering to selectively smooth pixel neigh-
borhoods exhibiting both spatial and photometric locality
[2,21,22]. For the case of shift-invariant Gaussian filtering,
the bilateral filter can be defined at pixel p of an image I as:

b f (Ip) =
1

Wp
∑

q∈N(p)
Gσs(‖p−q‖)Gσr(‖Ip− Iq‖)Iq (1)

Wp = ∑
q∈N(p)

Gσs(‖p−q‖)Gσr(‖Ip− Iq‖) (2)

where Gσs and Gσr are rotationally symmetric Gaussian func-
tions evaluated in the domain and in the range of the im-
age, respectively. The widths of these Gaussians are defined
by their standard deviations σs and σr. N(p) is the spatial
neighborhood of pixel p and Wp is a normalization factor.
The evaluation of a bilateral filter is computationally more
expensive than the evaluation of a conventional domain or
range filter. However, Chen et al. [10] have recently intro-
duced an efficient data structure called the bilateral grid that
supports bilateral filtering in real time on GPUs.

A bilateral grid Γ is a three-dimensional array regularly
sampled in all dimensions. The first two dimensions define
the image’s spatial domain, while the third one represents
the image’s range. A typical use of a bilateral grid involves
three steps [10]: (i) grid creation, (ii) processing of the grid
content, and (iii) grid slicing. Grid creation, in turn, consists
of two sub-steps: initialization and filling. During the initial-
ization, all grid nodes are set to (0,0). A grid Γ is filled from
range image data using homogeneous coordinates as [10]:

Γ ([x/ss], [y/ss], [I(x,y)/sr]) + = (I(x,y),1) (3)

where ss and sr are the sampling rates in the spatial and range
axes, respectively. The operator [.] returns the closest integer
to its argument.

The processing of a bilateral grid consists of applying a
3D function f3D to its content, producing a new grid Γ ′ =
f3D(Γ ). In our approach, f3D is the Gaussian convolution
expressed by Equation 1.

Grid slicing is the operation used to extract a piecewise
smooth 2D map from Γ . It takes as input a reference image I
and a bilateral grid Γ . For each pixel p of I with coordinates
(x,y), this operation samples Γ ([x/ss], [y/ss], [I(x,y)/sr]) us-
ing trilinear filtering. In the next section, we show how we
can use a bilateral grid to efficiently compute high-quality
brightness enhancement functions, and ultimately perform
reverse tone mapping in real time.

Fig. 2 Flowchart describing the computation of our brightness en-
hancement function (BEF). White rectangles indicate processing,
while gray ones represent images. Top block: Linearization of pixel
values. Second block: actual BEF computation. Reverse tone mapping
is achieved combining the output of both stages.

4 Brightness-Enhancement Functions

Our technique computes brightness enhancement functions
from linearized pixel values. Thus, given an input image or
video frame, first an inverse-gamma transformation is used
to make its pixel values proportional to the original scene lu-
minance. These linearized pixel values are then used to com-
pute a brightness enhancement function, which is achieved
by applying a bilateral filter to the set of pixels in the image
(or video frame) with at least one saturated channel (Fig-
ure 2). The following paragraphs present the details of each
of these steps.
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Linearization of pixel values (top block in Figure 2): For
this we apply an inverse gamma transformation, using a gamma
curve with γ = 2.2, which is used in standard video and tele-
vision formats. However, in case the input to the algorithm
contains a significant amount of noise and/or quantization
artifacts, it is first converted from RGB to the L*a*b* color
space and filtered using a bilateral grid [10] to minimize
these problems before the inverse gamma transformation is
applied. For this purpose, the parameter values σs = 50 and
σr = 5 tend to produce good results and were used to process
the accompanying videos. No image shown in the paper was
filtered for noise reduction.

We use the L*a*b* color space for efficiency, since in
this case the filtering is performed only on the L* channel.
In case the RGB color space were used, the filtering would
have to be performed three times, one for each color channel.
Brightness Enhancement Function computation (second
block in Figure 2): The BEF is computed from the image
Il , which contains the linearized pixel values. From Il , we
obtain two lightness images: L1 and L2. L1 is obtained by
converting Il from RGB to L*a*b* and keeping only its L*
channel. L2 contains only the L* channel, but before con-
verting Il to L*a*b*, we set the values of the RGB channels
of each pixel to its largest value among R, G and B (i.e.,
for each pixel p, we compute RGBtoL∗a∗b∗(C,C,C), where
C = max(R,G,B), and keep only the L* channel). L2 is used
to create a bilateral grid Γ , but only pixels from L2 whose
corresponding ones in Il have max(R,G,B) ≥ t, for some
threshold t, are used to to fill in the nodes of Γ . We have
adopted the threshold values suggested in [20]: tvideo = 230
and tpicture = 254. After applying a bilateral filter to Γ us-
ing σs = 100 and σr = 30, L1 is used as a slicing image to
resample Γ . This produces the desired brightness enhance-
ment function Fbe, which is encoded in the L* channel of
the sliced (achromatic) image. One way to recover this func-
tion is to convert the sliced image from L*a*b* (in this case,
a* = b* = 0) to RGB.

Given the computed BEF Fbe, in order to target a given
HDR display with a maximum supported luminance value
Ml (in cd/m2), one can use an approach similar to the one
described in [20]. The recovered pixel values in Fbe are re-
mapped from the range [0,255] to [1,α], resulting in a tar-
geted BEF F ′be. Here, α is the ratio Ml/wp, and wp is the
luminance associated to the white point of the target HDR
monitor. The final HDR image is then obtained by the fol-
lowing pixelwise multiplication: IHDR = I f ∗F ′be (Figure 2).
I f is a scaled version of Il after mapping the interval of pixel
values [0,255] to [bl, wp], where bl is the black level used
for the target monitor (in cd/m2).

5 Results

We have implemented our technique around the bilateral
grid application provided by Chen et al. and available at [9].
The original code was modified to support grid slicing by
an image different from the one used to create the grid. The

other functions not directly available in the code, such as
performing inverse gamma transformation, computing the
image L2 (Section 4), computing the final HDR image, and
applying a global tone mapping operator, were implemented
as a series of shaders written in Cg.

Since the goal of our approach is to create high-quality
brightness-enhancement functions, ideally we should com-
pare the results of our technique with the functions (masks)
produced by other approaches. The only other technique ca-
pable of automatically computing BEFs is the one presented
by Rempel et al. [20]. Unfortunately, in this case, such func-
tions are protected under a licensing agreement, not being
publically available [12]. Thus, we can only indirectly com-
pare the quality of the BEFs produced by our approach and
by Rempel et al’s. We did this by implementing a reverse
tone mapping algorithm as described in Figure 2 using the
same parameter values described in Rempel et al.’s paper for
the Brightside DR37-P HDR monitor [20]: bl = 0.3cd/m2,
wp = 1,200cd/m2, α = 4, peak intensity of 4,800cd/m2,
and saturation thresholds tvideo = 230 and tpicture = 254. By
using the same parameters, differences in the images pro-
duced by both algorithms are fundamentally due to differ-
ences in the used BEFs.

We applied the resulting algorithm to a series of digi-
tal photographs and videos with different resolutions. The
times reported in the paper were obtained on a 2.66 GHz PC
with an Intel Core 2 Duo and an nVidia GeForce 8800 GTS
card with 512MB GDDR3 256-bit PCI-E 2.0 x16. Since the
processing of a bilateral grid can be further accelerated by
subsampling [10], we show performance numbers for our
reverse tone mapping implementation both with and without
the use of noise reduction, as well as with and without sub-
sampling. These numbers are summarized in Table 1 and in-
dicate that our approach is capable of handling videos with
resolutions of up to 1,280 × 960 with no subsampling in
real-time in current GPUs. All images shown in the paper,
and all images and videos in the accompanying materials
were produced without subsampling.

Image Noise Reduction vs Subsampling
Resolution NR NS NR SS NNR NS NNR SS
720 × 480 38 fps 75 fps 75 fps 75 fps

1024 × 768 28 fps 38 fps 38 fps 75 fps
1280 × 960 25 fps 38 fps 25 fps 38 fps

1600 × 1200 1 fps 2 fps 25 fps 38 fps
1920 × 1080 1 fps 1 fps 18 fps 25 fps

Table 1 Performance of our technique (in fps) on images of different
resolutions. NR: Noise Reduction, NS: No Subsampling, SS: Subsam-
pling, NNR: No Noise Reduction.

Figure 3 illustrates the use of our technique on four LDR
images (top row). The middle row shows the computed bright-
ness enhancement functions. Note how the boundaries of
even very small and thin structures, such as the fishing rod
(left image), and the thin tree (on the back of the house
image) have been appropriately preserved. The images rep-
resenting these functions had their intensity values scaled
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Fig. 3 Examples of reverse tone mapping using our technique. (top row) Input LDR images. (middle row) The computed brightness enhancement
functions. The bottom row shows tone-mapped versions of the resulting HDR images, obtained using Reinhard et al’s [18] photographic local
operator with a key value of 0.72.

(highest intensity mapped to 255) to improve the visualiza-
tion of the details. The bottom row of Figure 3 shows tone-
mapped versions of the resulting HDR images. The tone
mapping was performed using Reinhard et al’s [18] photo-
graphic local operator with a key value of 0.72.

Image Our Technique | Rempel et al.’s
P > 75% P > 95% P > 75% P > 95%

Beach 0.10% 0.06% 0.56% 0.32%
Bracelets 0.35% 0.18% 1.08% 0.58%
Dyrham 0.86% 0.54% 13.84% 7.66%

White Bldg 1.37% 0.82% 1.71% 1.09%

Table 2 Results of the HDR VDP. Percentage of pixels in the HDR
image with probability P of being perceived as different from its cor-
responding pixel in the scaled version of the input LDR image.

5.1 Evaluating the Quality of the Computed BEFs

In order to indirectly compare the quality of our BEFs with
the ones produced by Rempel et al. [20], we used HDR
VDP [15] as well as the dynamic-range-independent image
quality metric recently proposed by Aydin et al. [4]. HDR
VDP estimates the probability of a human observer to per-
ceive differences between two HDR images, under the adap-
tation conditions of the scene that originated the images. To

evaluate the quality of a reverse tone mapping algorithm,
HDR VDP compares each obtained HDR image against a
scaled version of its corresponding input LDR image. Fig-
ure 4 compares our results with the ones obtained with Rem-
pel et al.’s [20] approach using HDR VDP. The top row
shows some LDR images available at Rempel et al.’s project
website [19]. The second row shows the brightness enhance-
ment functions produced by our technique. Again, these im-
ages had their intensity values scaled to improve the visual-
ization of the details. The third row shows tone-mapped ver-
sions of the HDR images produced with our BEFs. These
images were also tone mapped using Reinhard et al’s [18]
photographic local operator with a key value of 0.72. The re-
sults generated by VDP for the HDR images produced with
our BEFs are shown in the fourth row. The fifth row shows
the HDR VDP output for the HDR images provided by Rem-
pel et al. in their project website. The VDP results indicate
that our technique is less prone to introducing noticeable ar-
tifacts than Rempel et al.’s. For instance, the percentage of
pixels with probability of being perceived as being differ-
ent from its corresponding pixels in the scaled version of
the input LDR image was at most 1.37% for our approach.
For the case of HDR images generated using Rempel et al.’s
BEFs, this percentage reached 13.84% for one of the images
(Dyrham). Table 2 summarizes these results. One should
note that the HDR-VPD software has been recently updated
to include some fixes [16], which explains why some of the
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the results produced by our BEFs and by Rempel et al.’s [20] approach using HDR VDP [15]. (top row) Input LDR images
available at Rempel et al.’s project website [19]. (second row) Corresponding brightness enhancement functions produced by our technique.
(third row) Tone-mapped versions of the resulting HDR images. (fourth row) Results generated by VDP for the HDR images produced by our
technique. (fifth row) Results generated by VDP for the HDR images provided by Rempel et al. The pixels colored in green have probability
P > 75% of beeing perceived as different from their corresponding ones in the scaled version of the input LDR image. For the pixels colored in
red, P > 95%.

HDR-VPD results shown here do not match the ones origi-
nally provided by Rempel et al. [19,20].

The image distortion metric proposed by Aydin et al. [4]
can directly compare images with different dynamic ranges.
More important, when comparing a pair of LDR and HDR
images, it can identify three kinds of distortions: loss of vis-
ible contrast (often caused by tone mapping compression),
amplification of invisible contrast (typically caused by con-
touring artifacts that result from reverse tone mapping), and
reversal of visible contrast (change in the polarity of the con-
trast visible in both images). Figure 5 compares the results
produced by this image distortion metric when applied to
ours (top row) and to Rempel et al.’s (bottom row) results.
For this comparison, we used the software available at [5]
with the parameters suggested by Aydin [3]: 30 pixels per
degree, and viewing distance equal to 0.5 meters. The soft-
ware recolors pixels predominantly affected by loss of visi-
ble contrast, amplification of invisible contrast, and reversal

of visible contrast, using the colors green, blue, and red, re-
spectively. Note that although ours and Rempel et al.’s im-
plementations differ essentially on the brightness enhance-
ment functions used, our results present significantly less
distortion. Again, for the case of the third image (Dyrham),
our results are significantly better. Note that among all im-
ages used for comparison, this example corresponds to the
case in which the scene exhibits the largest dynamic range.
This is exactly the case where HDR displays can benefit
most from reverse tone mapping algorithms.

We have also performed experiments on real-time re-
verse tone mapping of video sequences using the described
software implementation. These results are illustrated in the
accompanying video. Even though we make no formal claims
about temporal coherence, according to our experience, the
resulting videos seem to present smooth transitions between
frames.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of ours (top) and Rempel at al.’s (bottom) results using the image distortion metric of Aydin et al. [4]. The colors green, blue,
and red indicate pixels predominantly affected by loss of visible contrast, amplification of invisible contrast, and reversal of visible contrast,
respectively. Note how the use of our BEFs lend to significant less image distortion, especially for the case of scenes containing a larger dynamic
range (Dyrham).

6 Conclusion

We presented an automatic technique for producing high-
quality brightness-enhancement functions for real-time re-
verse tone mapping of images and videos. Our approach uses
a bilateral filter to preserve the boundaries of even very thin
structures found in the input images and video frames. The
technique is completely automatic, and can be efficiently im-
plemented using current GPUs.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by in-
directly comparing the quality of the BEFs generated by
our technique with the ones produced by Rempel et al’s ap-
proach [20], which is currently the only automatic alterna-
tive available. Comparisons using the HDR VDP [15] and
the image distortion metric proposed by Aydin et al. [4] in-
dicate that our results are less prone to noticeable artifacts.

The BEFs created by our technique can be used as a
building block for reverse tone mapping algorithms as well
as to other image processing tasks that require segmenta-
tion of piecewise smooth regions containing fine structures.
Currently, our approach does not provide the means for re-
covering missing colors and/or textures in over-exposed or
under-exposed regions. Looking for automatic solutions to
this problem is an interesting avenue for future exploration.
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